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❖ In a computing environment, storage devices (or simply “storage”) are devices consisting of non-volatile 

recording media on which information can be persistently stored. 

❖ Storage may be on internal hard drive, removable memory cards, or external magnetic tape drive 

connected to a compute system.

❖ Magnetic storage devices -  hard disk drive and magnetic tape drive.

❖ Optical storage devices -  Blu-ray, DVD, and CD.

❖ Flash-based storage devices -  solid state drive (SSD), memory card, and USB thumb drive (or pen drive).

❖ In enterprise environments, information is typically stored on storage systems also known as storage 

arrays. 

❖ A storage system is a hardware component that contains a group of homogeneous/heterogeneous 

storage devices assembled within a cabinet. 

What is Storage









❖ Simplified Management - NAS arrays usually have specialized GUIs and CLIs that make managing 

filesystems, network connections and advanced features simpler. It eases the management process 

because all the file servers are consolidated into a single NAS array. Also patching and code/hardware 

upgrades are simple and can be done without bringing the system offline.

❖ Increased Performance - Because NAS arrays pool all the disk resources in the backend, leading to a 

increased performance. NAS arrays also comes with large DRAM and flash caches to increase 

performance. 

❖ Increased Data Availability - Additionally, NAS arrays also comes with multiple controllers to provide 

increased performance and fault tolerance.

❖ Advanced Features - Some of the advanced features NAS arrays support are advanced RAID protection, 

snapshots, remote replication, deduplication, compression and hypervisor integration

NAS Benefits



❖ Traditional NAS Arrays

➢ Used for only file sharing purposes  and they using NFS and CIFS protocols for sharing the files

➢ Can be used in all sized (small, medium and large) organizations

➢ Comes as a stand-alone storage arrays and files can be accessed by using only file sharing protocols

❖ Unified NAS Arrays

➢ Combine traditional NAS arrays with Block SAN Arrays in a single system

➢ Also known as multi-protocol arrays because they support both file and block protocols

➢ Contains separate drive pools for block and file storage purposes in order to keep the I/O of the two 

protocols types unique and to increase the performance

➢ Mainly preferred by small and medium organizations who does not want to invest in two separate 

types of storage systems 

Types of NAS Arrays



❖  Scale-Out NAS arrays

➢ Brings the increased scalability features, commonly used in Cloud and Big Data environment

➢ Support all the features which are available in traditional and Unified NAS arrays such as NFS and 

SMB/CIFS protocols over ethernet networks

➢ Horizontal Scalability - Adding more memory, more storage and more CPU to these servers that the 

application runs on is called scale-up and whereas adding more servers each with CPU, memory and 

storage to the application is referred as scaling out. The NAS system allows us to add more nodes to 

it with each node having its own CPU, memory and storage to the NAS system. These scale-out NAS 

systems are often referred as NAS clusters.

➢ Single Global namespace - A single filesystem (namespace) accessed by all nodes in the cluster 

referred as single global namespace. This will evenly balance data placement at the backend and 

increase the parallel I/O operation. Scale-out filesystems are often referred as distributed and 

cluster-aware because the data will be distributed across the entire backend.
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❖ Scale-up NAS Arrays and Scale-out NAS Arrays

NAS Array Architecture
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❖ Storage Basics: http://www.tsmtutorials.com/p/storage-area-network-san-basic-tutorials.html

❖ https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/news/1089810/Fast-Guide-Storage-basics

❖ https://matteocappelli.files.wordpress.com/2011/02/storage_basics.pdf

❖ FreeNAS - https://www.freenas.org 

❖ FreeNAS User Guide - https://www.ixsystems.com/documentation/freenas/11.2-U5/freenas.html

Resources

http://www.tsmtutorials.com/p/storage-area-network-san-basic-tutorials.html
https://www.freenas.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjNnCMwaw4E&list=PLypxmOPCOkHVzhKRcWzEkQXCnmHezGVeB
https://www.ixsystems.com/documentation/freenas/11.2-U5/freenas.html


❖ Use FreeNAS for the assignments

❖ A4-Storage-assg-1 - Create a volume and list to verify

❖ A4-Storage-assg-2 -  Create a iSCSI share and verify

❖ A4-Storage-assg-3 -  Create a NFS share, mount it on a Linux client, create files and verify on the FreeNAS 

cluster

❖ A4-Storage-assg-4 - Create a SMB/CIFS share, map it on a Windows client, create files and verify on the 

FreeNAS cluster

❖ A4-Storage-assg-5 - Perform other basic operations over FreeNas by doing ssh to it and parse the output 

on test machine.

❖ A4-Storage-assg-6 - Use a tool like iozone or vdbench to measure performance

Assignments



Any Queries ?

mail us at learning@afourtech.com

Thank you !
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